
Revision Worksheet 

Class-II Revision from English Ferry( No 

need of writing in copy.) 

 

 

I. Write the first six lines of the poem ‘My Dog, Spot’. 
II. Answer these short questions. 

1.Where did old woman live? 

2.How was the fish curry? 

3.List the things Spot likes. 

4.When did Spot think most? 

5.What was in the middle of the park? 

6. What happened when Jatin said,’ please’? 

III. Answer these questions. 

1.Why is the poet happy to have Spot as his dog? 

2. How did the neighbour come to know that the old woman 

was in trouble? 

3. What was written on the sign? 

IV. Tick the correct option to complete each sentence. 

1. The old woman was 

a. poor and intelligent.         b. rich and stupid. 

c. hungry .                               d. rich and intelligent. 

2.Spot’s tongue was 

a. pink.               b. long.     c. long and pink. 

3.Which two magic words Jatin used 

a. ABRA CADABRA    b. OPEN SESAME       C.PLEASE & THANK YOU 

4. Spot did not care about 

a. cats           b. rats    c. pigeons 

V. Value Based Question 



1.When do you use magic words? 

2.Do you open the gate to stranger when you are alone at 

home? 

VI. For each word, remove one letter to make a new word. 

1.late-      2.cube- 

3.wear-      4.fall- 

VII. For each word, add one letter to make a new word. 

1.ink-      2.ill- 

3. at-      4.fin- 

VIII. Choose the movement word. 

1.a. strong   b. climb               c. ball 

2.a. bottle           b. care     c. fly 

IX. Fill in the blanks with is, am or are.  

1 I……….very happy. 

2.Ratna and Bhavika…………..friends. 

3.You…………..my best friend. 
4.Delhi………the capital of India. 
5.Rahul………a tall boy. 
6.I………..at the bus stand. My parents ………with me. 
X. Find the adjectives in these sentences. 

1.The rainbow has seven colours. 

2.Deepika bought a pink dress. 

3.The old man could not cross the road. 

4. The tea is hot. 

5. The earth is round. 

6.The oranges are ripe and juicy. 

XI. Underline the prepositions in these sentences. 

1.The clock is between the window and the door. 

2.The boy is standing near the gate. 



3.The bee is sitting on the flower. 

4.The book is on the table. 

5.The hen is behind the gate. 

XII. Choose the correct preposition from the brackets and fill 

in the blanks. 

1.The dog is ………(in/on) the kennel. 
2.The policeman is……………(in/on) duty. 
3.The bakery is………..my house.(near/in) 
4.The tree is …………….the club.(behind/on) 
 

 

 

 

 


